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For more than 40 years,
BigToys has been dedicated to designing 
commercial playgrounds that foster imagination, 
preserve the environment, and build strong 
communities. Our commitment to those values 
has made BigToys an industry leader in providing 
developmentally appropriate and engaging play 
experiences for kids around the world.

BigToys structures are designed to build 
confidence, encourage social interaction, 
and develop essential cognitive and gross 
motor skills. Our unique play activities 
integrate physical fitness and problem 
solving to promote teamwork, critical 
thinking, and creativity. 

6” diameter 
finger-jointed 
Norwegian Pine 
upright posts - largest 
in the industry

Covered hardware 
for a clean-finished 
look

Smooth wood finish 
for tender hands

Distinct architectural details 
that evoke qualities of custom 
craftsmanship

RESPONSIBLE 
SOURCES

PATENTED MARQUEE 
PLAY EVENTS

UNIQUE COLOR 
CHOICES

COMPLEMENTS ANY 
NATURAL SETTING

HIGH RECYCLED 
CONTENT

MADE TO 
ORDER

PHYSICAL 
PLAY

SOCIAL 
PLAY

6’ WOOD AND 
METAL UPRIGHTS

ces’t la vie
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2When it comes to sustainability and creating environmentally friendly products, 
BigToys has led the charge since before being green became mainstream. 

Since its inception in 1970, BigToys has utilized recycled materials, 
a practice we continue to implement today.

Biggreenthe

*1 million lbs. of scrap metal        
diverted from landfills is equal 
to about 250 cars. 
(Average car weighs 4,000 lbs.)

on average 
per structure! Decks, enclosures, and roofs are 

made from 100% post-consumer 
recycled High Density Polyethylene 
(HDPE) formed from milk jugs. 

of scrap metal has been diverted from landfills since 2005
1,000,000 lbs.*
Over

RECLAIMED MATERIAL

Not only do we choose earth friendly materials, 
we also implement green practices that improve the environmental sustainability 

of our manufacturing process. We are proud that our manufacturing facility in 
Fort Payne, Alabama is ISO 14001 certified. This certification specifies the 

requirements of our environmental management system (EMS).

All products made in
ISO 14001 certified facility
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2BigToys offers the exclusive option to 
choose whether your structure is made 
from conditioned wood or recycled 
metal and plastic.

Conditioned Wood

Recycled Metal and Plastic

Bigchoices

•  Natural, organic look and feel

•     6” diameter, finger-jointed uprights 
- Utilizes more of the tree with less waste

•  Ultra-smooth finish 
- Sanded surfaces and rounded edges are 
  smooth to the touch

•  EPA approved wood preservative 
- Protects against termites & fungal decay 
- Contains no arsenates

•   Forest Stewardship Council  
certified wood 
- Fostering sustainable 
  forestry worldwide

•  Durable 6” diameter metal uprights 
- Unique powder coat texture keeps surfaces    
   cooler to the touch

•   Internal connectors offer a clean design and 
provide maximum strength and support

•   100% post-consumer recycled plastic 
decks, roofs, and enclosures 
- Internal reinforcement for maximum 
  strength and to eliminate sagging

•  Textured decks meet ADA requirements 
- Superior slip resistance in wet  
  or dry conditions


